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This is one of the pioneer and preliminary attempt to study the inﬂuence of wave energy trends on the
absorbed power of wave energy converters. For that purpose, the reanalysis of the past century ERA20
has been calibrated via quantile-matching against the reanalysis ERA-Interim in their intersection period
(1979e2010). The validation against four buoys in the Bay of Biscay is presented in this paper, showing a
better agreement of ERA-Interim-WAM model when compared to the original ERA20. In addition, calibrated ERA20 shows a signiﬁcant error reduction compared to the original ERA20. Hence, calibrated
ERA20 presents an increment of the wave energy resource, more than 1 kW/m per decade, in the area of
study and a general increment of the wave height and wave period throughout the analyzed decades.
Finally, using the calibrated series at a given gridpoint in the bay, power absorption of a generic wave
energy converter (WEC) is examined, combining the power matrix of the WEC and the two-variable
(wave height and period) probability density functions (PDF) of the ﬁve do-decades of the past century. Results show important variations of the PDF, which results in signiﬁcant differences, up to a 15%
increase between two do-decades, in the annual mean power production.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The interest in wave energy has increased signiﬁcantly in the
last decades due to the need for clean energy sources to reduce the
increasing greenhouse emissions. Although none of the wave energy converters (WECs) has reached the commercial stage yet, wave
energy is expected to contribute to the future energy supply system. The Mutriku Wave Energy Plant is based on the oscillating
water column principle to absorb wave power from ocean waves
and is one of the very few existing wave power plants connected to
the electricity grid [1].
Accurate characterization of the wave energy resource is
essential to appropriately design the wave energy plants of the
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future. In general, wave data from previous years is employed to
determine the potential of a speciﬁc location [2] and estimate
absorbed energy and power of a speciﬁc WEC [3]. Considering only
wave data from previous years, variations of the resource over
longer time periods, i.e. decades, cannot be taken into account,
meaning that the data used to design the wave energy plant and the
real resource the WEC extracts energy from, may be signiﬁcantly
different. In order to make reliable estimations of the distribution of
climate variables, the World Meteorological Organization [4,5]
proposes the use of 30 years of data.
Therefore, studying variation trends of the wave energy
resource is crucial for an accurate resource characterization and
power production assessment. However, the different studies about
wave trends presented in the literature to date and to the best
knowledge of the authors, have been focused mainly on the variation of the wave height. These studies on wave trends typically use
data from four different sources:
1. In situ measurements by buoys [6],
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2. Wave observations from ships [7e10],
3. Satellite altimeter [11,12],
4. And model and reanalysis datasets [13e22].
With respect to the last case, models and reanalysis, one of the
closest studies to the present paper is the global study on wave
energy resources by Zheng eta al [15]. They use the 40-year reanalysis ERA40, previous to ERA-Interim-WAM, and present an integral study on wave energy focused on many different aspects,
calculating wave trends via lineal regression instead of the TheilSen method over monthly anomalies (see Section 2.2) used in the
present paper. The same author has recently presented another
global study [13] using a completely different method based on the
swell index and the propagation characteristics of swell energy.
However, since [13] is a global study focused on climate patterns,
results for the Bay of Biscay are not relevant, similarly to Reguero's
previous study [14], because the relationships between wave energy ﬂux and the Arctic Oscillation (AO), the PaciﬁcNorth America
(PNA) index, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and the East
PaciﬁcNorth Paciﬁc (EPNP) pattern show low correlations in the
interior of the Bay.
Likewise, Bertin et al. [16] have also used the ERA20C reanalysis
over the North Atlantic Ocean for the estimation of the wave height
trend, and its relationship with the increase of wind speed. They
have found a linear positive trend between 0.05 m/decade and
0.025 m/decade around the Bay of Biscay, which is consistent with
the results shown in the present paper (see 3). However, in Ref. [16],
pure wave height ERA20C data (without calibration) are used and
the main focus of the study is the relationship between wave trends
and climatic change, instead of wave energy ﬂux.
With regards to remote sensing data, the precision of satellite
altimetry has considerably improved in the previous years, generating highly interesting data for long-term wave trend estimation.
For instance [12], constitutes a study of wind speed and wave
height trends in a global scale. In fact, is the only analysis since 2010
that covers the same area of study as in this paper (the Bay of
Biscay). However, it only covers a period of 23 years (1985e2008),
which may be insufﬁcient to draw strong conclusions of the wave
trends [12]. shows no signiﬁcant statistical trend for wave height
analyzing mean monthly values. At more extreme conditions (90%
percentile), there is a clear trend of increasing wave height at high
latitudes and more neutral conditions in equatorial regions. According to [12], in the Bay of Biscay the trends are generally neutral,
with a weak positive trend between 0 and 0.25% per year in the
southeastern part of the Bay, that is, up to 5 cm increase per decade
considering a typical 2 m mean wave height [12], Fig. 1].
However, the cycle of the satellites lasts tens of days. Therefore,
the temporal resolution of satellite altimetry is not appropriate for
high temporal resolution studies [23], which suggests that in situ
buoy measurements and ship observations are better candidates. In
the southern Bay of Biscay, most important in situ wave data are
given by the buoys of the Spanish Port Authority [24] and ship data
collected by Gulev et al. in the last decade [7e9].
As an extreme case with in situ observations near the Bay of
Biscay, Bouws [10] used historical hand-drawn wave charts of the
south of England, at the Seven Stones Corner Light Vessel, and
demonstrated a positive trend in wave height of 24 cm/decade over
the period 1960e1985. Gulev et al. [7e9] used centennial time
series of a visually observed wave data set along the major ship
routes in the world, demonstrating positive trends in signiﬁcant
wave height ðHs Þ of up to 12e14 cm/decade in the North Atlantic
around Newfoundland. Gulev's colored map for Europe indicates a
trend of 4e6 cm/decade in the interior of the Bay of Biscay and
higher trends over the border of the Bay and towards the open
Atlantic Ocean (ibid.).

Fig. 1. The area of study and the four buoys.

Variations in wave height are reasonably well documented at
different locations all over the world. However, to the best
knowledge of the authors, no study in the literature has examined
the trends of wave periods related to wave energy production. For
example, recently, Camus et al. [25] and Patra et al. [26] have
analyzed wave period trends, but in the context of future projections and coastal impact assessment or climate variability. These
type of works are recent because until 2005 satellite and remote
sensing observations on wave period was considered unreliable
[27]. Therefore, the work presented in this paper is the ﬁrst complete study on historical wave power trends and its inﬂuence on the
performance of WECs using 20th century data from reanalysis.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the
data sets, the methodology employed for the evaluation of the wave
trend and the hydrodynamic model of the WEC, Section 3 shows
the wave trends and the inﬂuence of these wave trends on WECs,
Section 4 develops the discussion about various aspects, and Section 5 presents the conclusions and the future outlook.

2. Data and methodology
2.1. Data
2.1.1. ERA-20C and ERA-Interim
The global atmospheric data sets used in this work are two
reanalysis of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF):
 ERA-20C (henceforth ERA20) [28]. This reanalysis is ECMWF's
ﬁrst atmospheric reanalysis of the 20th century, from 1900 to
2010. ERA20 assimilates observations of surface pressure and
surface marine winds from ISPDv3.2.6 and ICOADSv2.5.1 [29] by
means of a 24-h 4D-Var analysis method in combination with a
coupled atmosphere/land-surface/ocean-waves model. The
horizontal resolution is approximately 125 km and wave parameters can be obtained 3-hourly. According to [30], ERA20
data quality is negatively affected especially in regions of sparse
coverage such as the Southern Hemisphere by changes in the
observing system, so it shows better agreement in the Northern
Hemisphere. ERA20 has been used recently in the study of wave
and coastal evolution along the last century over regions like the
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Niger Delta [31] and Bay of Bengal [32], or in the global study of
the evolution of extreme wave heights and its connection with
climate variability [33].
 ERA-Interim (henceforth ERAI) [34]. This is a global reanalysis
from 1979, which is continuously updated every month. The
data assimilation method is 12-h 4D-Var and is based on a 2006
release of the IFS (Cy31r2). The wave model is based on the
Wave Modeling Project (WAM) approach [35], and includes
shallow-water physics [36]. Additionally, the new version of
WAM has reduced the RMSE in the wave period against buoy
data compared to ERA40's error [37]. The spatial resolution is
approximately 75 km (ERA20 is almost two times coarser) and
wave parameters can be obtained 6-hourly.
For the validation against measurement buoys 6-hourly data
have been used in the intersection period between ERA20, ERAI and
buoys. In contrast, monthly mean values, obtained from the daily
mean values, have been used for the posterior calibration and trend
evaluation. The spatial resolution recommended by ECMWF has
been used in the two reanalysis.
2.1.2. Buoy data
Fig. 1 presents the area of study and the four buoys chosen from
the resources offered by the Spanish Port Authority [24]. The area of
study is a slightly wider than the Bay of Biscay, also including the
buoy in front of Galicia (Cabo Silleiro), in Gascogne (GS) and in
Brittany (BT), provided by the MetOfﬁce UK. Hence the two reanalysis and the calibrated model can be studied also in open ocean,
far from the coast. Finally, another one near-shore buoy within the
Bay has also been used: Bilbao-Vizcaya (BV).
Table 1 presents the geographical positions of the buoys and the
distance of the nearest ERA20 gridpoint where the validations
against the buoy's wave observations have been calculated. The last
column presents the validation period of the reanalysis and the
calibrated dataset against the buoys.

Within this general approach, empirical quantile-mapping bias
correction has been applied to calibrate ERA20 versus ERAI [46]. In
Ref. [47] the same procedure is developed for wind speed bias
correction between ERA20 and ERAI, and to the best knowledge of
the authors, it is one of the ﬁrst studies about the implications of
climate trends on renewable energies (wind industry in this case).
This method of calibration or bias correction is fundamentally
statistical and the idea is to match the values with the same
quantile after obtaining two empirical probability distributions: the
one that will be calibrated (ERA20) and the one that is the basis for
the calibration (ERAI). In Fig. 2, arrows illustrate the interpolation in
the quantile-matching procedure to convert the wave energy from
the original ERA20 data to their calibrated counterparts establishing the same quantile value in the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) curves of ERA20 and ERAI. These CDF curves correspond
to the BV buoy's nearest gridpoint, a wave energy value from the
ERA20 before calibration (bc) is transformed to its higher counterpart at the same level in the cERA20 distribution after calibration
(ac), which coincides with the ERAI curve. As a preliminary result,
we also show the buoy's CDF, which is between ERA20 and ERAI
curve, but, as expected, closer to the ERAI curve.
2.2.2. Wave energy ﬂux and wave periods
Signiﬁcant wave height (Hs , in meters) and mean wave period
(Tm , in seconds) are the relevant wave parameters in the ERAI and
ERA20 reanalysis, because they are the provide the wave energy
ﬂux (WEF) in kW/m:

WEF ¼ 0:49Hs2 Tm ;

(1)

where Hs and Tm are obtained from the wave spectral moments as
shown in Eqs (2)e(4):

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Hs ¼ 4 m0

(2)

Tm ¼ m1 =m0 ;

(3)

2.2. Methodology
and the spectral moments are given by
2.2.1. Empirical quantile-matching calibration
In previous studies in the literature, different calibration or bias
correction techniques have been developed and compared
analyzing climatological parameters, such as temperature and
precipitation (see Refs. [38e40]). These methods are usually
designed to compare model and reanalysis results with observations, or results from different models at different spatial and
temporal scales. In the present paper, a simple but effective statistical procedure based on distribution mapping is used to show
the validation process over the buoys within the area of study (see
Fig. 6). The idea of distribution mapping is to correct the distribution function of the model's values to ﬁt values of a better model or
the observed distribution function. The mapping can be achieved
generating a transfer function to map the occurrence distributions.
For this approach, several other names can be found in the literature, mainly for precipitation and temperature, such as ‘probability
mapping’ [41], ‘quantile-quantile mapping’ [42,43], ‘statistical
downscaling’ [44] and ‘histogram equalization’ [45].

Z∞
mn ¼

un SðuÞdu; n ¼ 1; 0; 1; 2…

(4)

0

where u is the wave frequency and SðuÞ the wave spectrum.
However, the typical periods available in buoy measurements

Table 1
Buoys on the bay of Biscay.
Buoy, abbreviation

Position (lon,lat)

Nearest gridpoint

Validation Period

1.
2.
3.
4.

(-8.47,
(-9.43,
(-5.00,
(-3.05,

51.9
65.5
46.8
36.9

1998e2010
1998e2010
1998e2010
1991e2010

Brittany, BT
Cabo Silleiro, CS
Gascogne, GC
Bilbao-Vizcaya, BV

47.55)
42.12)
45.23)
43.64)

km
km
km
km

Fig. 2. Illustrating quantile-matching calibration for wave every over CDF curves.
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are the average zero-crossing period ðTz ¼ sqrtðm0 =m2 ÞÞ and the
peak period ðTp Þ. This is also the case in the buoys used in this
paper. Consequently, considering different spectra (JONSWAP,
Bretschneider, etc), wave period ratio (WPR) is usually deﬁned as
Tm =Tz in order to relate these different periods and to correct the
WEF equation according to Tz . Previous studies, such as [48] have
shown that WPR ¼ 1:12 is appropriate in general, reaching up to
1.33 in extreme cases like Ireland (Loop Head). In any case, the WRF
is just a scale-factor and, therefore, is irrelevant for the ﬁnal trend
computation. However, in ERA20 and ERAI wave ﬁeld's, the peak
period parameter is also available, so there is no need to adapt the
average zero-crossing period.
Therefore, the correction of WEF based on the WPR has been
only used for the validation between the models and in situ buoy
observations, as shown in Section 2.2.3. ERA20 and ERAI wave
datasets also offer the parameter called wave period based on the
second moment, that is, Tz , with which a WPR of approximately 1.3
has been found to give the best results for the four buoys, showing a
reasonably low variability (a relative standard error of 2e3%).

2.2.3. Representation of correlation, RMSE and SD ratio
The validation of the two reanalysis and the calibration process
has been made versus the observations provided by the four buoys.
Three statistical indicators are represented by Taylor Diagrams:
 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), represented by the arcs with
the centre in the observation point;
 Pearson correlation coefﬁcient, represented by the exterior arc;
 and the ratio of standard deviations between the model and the
observation (SDratio), represented by the interior arc in case of
SDratio ¼ 1.
Hence, the positions of ERA20, ERAI, and the calibrated cERA20
are shown in the diagrams. Each evaluation point is extended by a
cloud of points, the contour of which represents the conﬁdence
level of 95% generated via bootstrap resampling with 1000 samples.
Such contour permits to identify whether the differences in the
validation of ERA20, ERAI and cERA20 are statistically signiﬁcant.
In addition, ERA20 versus ERAI correlation and bias maps are
used for Europe in order to study the similarity between the two
reanalysis. This could be important to obtain a preliminary idea
about a possible over/under estimation of the wave energy ﬂux by
ERA20 or other kind of differences in the intersection period of 32
years with ERAI (1979e2010).

2.2.4. Trend maps
Trend maps are drawn over the Bay of Biscay calibrating ERA20
at each gridpoint against ERAI's nearest gridpoint wave data series.
Furthermore, European maps are also shown to have a more general idea about the differences apportioned by the calibration to the
trends with respect to pure ERA20 trends and in order to compare
them with global ship observations [7] and satellite altimeter data
[12]. The trends have been calculated using Theil-Sen [49,50]
method and their signiﬁcance has been assessed at a 95% conﬁdence level using bootstrap resampling. Monthly data is used and
previously historical monthly averages are subtracted from the
series to take into account monthly anomalies. In every case, the
trend per decade is shown.
In addition, the trends corresponding to the zonal and meridional components of wave power have also been drawn to see which
direction is predominant in the historical increase or decrement of
wave power.
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2.2.5. PDF evolution and the implementation of WEC's power
matrix
In order to calculate the power matrix of WECs, the PDF matrices
for the do-decades of the 20th century are given as a function of
signiﬁcant wave height (Hs ) and peak period (Tp ), showing the
evolution of the PDF matrices with respect to the ﬁrst do-decade
throughout the 20th century. Fig. 9 shows the absolute PDF of the
ﬁrst do-decade above, and the differential PDFs of the next four dodecades with respect to the ﬁrst one below. This way of representation allows us to visualize the evolution of the PDFs along time
and to see if the probability of energetic events (higher Hs and
higher Tp ) is increasing or decreasing.
This method introduces a new perspective connected with the
energy production of WECs by means of the wave height-period
sea-state determination at a given location and the implementation of the WEC's power matrix. Therefore, it does not consider the
orientation of the shore with respect to the wave energy ﬂux direction as in the most modern estimations on wave energy resource
assessment [14].
The power matrix illustrates an estimate of the power that a
speciﬁc WEC can absorb from ocean waves at a speciﬁc location.
Such power matrix is determined, in this case, by means of a
frequency-domain linear hydrodynamic model, similarly to [3,51],
assuming the ﬂuid is non-viscid and incompressible, the ﬂow is
irrotational and the amplitude of the motions are sufﬁciently small
compared to the wavelength and the device dimensions. The
equation of motion of the WEC in frequency-domain is given as
follows,
,

ðM þ Arad ðuÞÞX€ þ ðBrad ðuÞ þ BPTO ÞX þ KH X ¼ b
F exc

(5)

where M is the mass of the device, Arad ðuÞ and Brad ðuÞ are the radiation added-mass and damping, respectively, X is the position of
the body, KH the hydrostatic stiffness, BPTO the damping coefﬁcient
of the power take-off (PTO) force and b
F exc ¼ <ðFeðuÞeiut Þ the excitation force vector per unit of wave amplitude that includes the
incident and diffracted wave ﬁelds. Frequency-domain hydrodynamic coefﬁcients Arad ðuÞ, Brad ðuÞ, KH and Fexc ðuÞ are calculated
using the open-source boundary element method solver NEMOH
[52].
A spherical heaving point absorber (PA) of 5 m of diameter,
based on the WAVESTAR device [53], is selected to examine the
impact of the PDF evolution in the performance of a WEC, when
deployed in the Bay of Biscay. Fig. 3 schematically illustrates the
selected WEC and the PTO system.
Such PTO system is modeled as a linear damper, for which the
damping coefﬁcient is optimized for each sea-state using the brute
force strategy, i.e. iterative simulation with a maximum-search algorithm, ensuring that the global maximum was always reached.
Fig. 4 illustrates the power matrix of the selected WEC with the
optimal PTO damping coefﬁcient.
To determine the power matrix, average power absorption of
the WEC at each sea-state (assuming irregular waves) must be
evaluated. First, absorbed power per unit of wave amplitude is
calculated in regular waves as follows,

1
Pr ðuÞ ¼ BPTO u2 jdj2
2

(6)

where d is the device motion amplitude normalized against the
wave amplitude. Power absorbed in regular waves is then used, in
combination with a wave energy spectrum (SðuÞ) associated to a
speciﬁc sea-state, to obtain the mean absorbed power at each seastate as follows,
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AMPP ¼

NH X
NT
X





PSS Hs ðiÞ; Tp ðjÞ PDF Hs ðiÞ; Tp ðjÞ

(8)

i¼1 j¼1

where NH and NT are, respectively, the number of signiﬁcant wave
heights and peak periods included in the PDF matrix.

3. Results
3.1. Similarity maps and Taylor Diagrams

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the wave energy converter and the power take-off device.



PSS Hs ; Tp ¼

Z∞

Pr ðuÞSðuÞdu

(7)

0

The energy density spectrum of each sea-state is given, in this
paper, by the well-known JONSWAP spectrum [54]. Fig. 4 illustrates
the power matrix obtained for the spherical PA employed in this
study.
The combination of the power matrix and the PDF matrix, as
described in Equation (8), provides the annual mean power production (AMPP) of a WEC at a given location. The annual energy
production (AEP) can be obtained straight away multiplying the
AMPP by the number of hours in a year.

Fig. 5 presents the WEF's bias and correlation of ERA20 versus
ERAI over Europe in order to get a general idea of their similarity.
The correlation is optimal over the Atlantic Ocean and very good
over the Mediterranean sea, with losses that happen only nearshore. However, the bias map shows a general overestimation of
ERA20 with respect to ERAI in the Atlantic, mainly in the West of
Ireland, and a weaker underestimation over the Mediterranean.
Therefore, the calibration of ERA20 against ERAI cannot improve
the correlation, but it may achieve improvements in the correction
of the error (the root mean square error or the standard deviation
ratio). That is what Taylor Diagrams represent.
Taylor Diagrams for the four buoys illustrated in Fig. 6 show
important improvements due to calibration. In every case the
calibrated ERA20, referred to as cERA20, approaches ERAI considerably, which always is closer to observation than ERA20. Taking
into account the cloud of points that deﬁne the contour for 95%
conﬁdence level, ERA20, ERAI and cERA20 show the same correlation value for all the cases, meaning that the calibration cannot
improve the correlation. However, signiﬁcant improvements in
RMSE appear in all the cases except in GC, bringing the calibrated
data's RMSE from 20 to 25 kW/m to 10e15 kW/m. The approach of
cERA20 to the arc that deﬁnes the SD ratio 1 is also considerable in
the four cases.

Fig. 4. Power matrix of the spherical heaving point absorber.
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Fig. 5. WEF's bias and correlation of ERA20 versus ERAI over Europe.

Fig. 6. Taylor Diagrams of ERA20, ERAI and cERA20 in the four buoys.

3.2. Wave energy trend maps
Given the satisfactory validation results of the ERA20 versus
ERAI calibration in the buoys, a ﬁrst WEF's trend map for Europe is
presented in Fig. 7 to achieve a more general spatial understanding
about the inﬂuence of calibration on wave energy trends. Fig. 7 illustrates the trends according to pure ERA20 on the left, with a hot

area over the West of Ireland that reaches increments of wave
power till 1.1 kW/m per decade. Moreover, the calibrated cERA20,
shown in the map on the right in Fig. 7, gives even higher values,
with differences of 0.5 kW/m in the mentioned hot area (ﬁgure on
the right). Therefore we can say that the wave power trend is between 1.1 and 1.6 kW/m per decade in this extreme location and
that the underestimation of WEF trends in ERA20 is general all over
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Fig. 7. Wave energy trend in Europe according to ERA20 and the difference by calibration.

Europe, mainly in the open Atlantic Ocean.
Henceforth using the new calibrated ERA20 data set, Fig. 8
shows the decadal trends of Hs , Tm , WEF, and the zonal and
meridional components of WEF for the Bay of Biscay. All the trends
are positive and increase towards the Atlantic open sea, except
wave period, which presents a curious pattern in the interior of the
Bay with increments of 6.5 cs per decade and with a general
increment over the area of study. Wave height presents an increment of 5 cm per decade in the Northwest of Galicia (half a meter
along all the century), and therefore, wave power reaches trends
above 1 kW/m in this region. The zonal and meridional trends
present respectively similar increments from the West and from

the North, which supposes a coherent pattern given that the predominant wind and wave direction of our study area is from
Northwest.
3.3. Results for a generic wave energy converter
The Hs and Tp two-variable PDFs for the do-decades of the last
century show important consequences for WECs. The referential
PDF around the Bilbao-Vizcaya buoy of the ﬁrst do-decade is on the
top of Fig. 9 and the following four do-decades are represented
below shown as differential PDFs with respect the ﬁrst one. The
displacement of the positive colors towards higher wave heights

Fig. 8. Trends over the bay of Biscay.
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Fig. 9. On the top, the absolute PDF of the ﬁrst do-decade, and below the differential PDFs of the next four do-decades with respect to the ﬁrst one.
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and wave periods is clear along the time. So the probability of low
energetic events diminishes and the probability of high energetic
events increases. In addition, this displacement is progressive along
the do-decades, mainly along the last three ones (from 1940 to
2000), with an important leap in the 40s.
This historical displacement towards more energetic sea events
presents clear consequences for wave energy production. For the
above mentioned generic device, Table 2 shows the evolution along
the do-decades of averages of sea parameters like Hs , Tm , Tp and
wave energy production parameters like AMPP and AEP together
with the respective perceptual increase compared with average of
the ﬁrst do-decade. We ﬁnd total increments between the ﬁrst and
last do-decades of 15% for mean Hs (from 1.57 m to 1.80 m) and of
7% for mean Tm and Tp . Implementing the power matrix of our
device, this implies a total AEP and AMPP increment along the
century of more than 30%; for example, there is a very signiﬁcant
increment of almost 10% between the last two do-decades going
from a mean AEP of 112 MWh to 120 MWh.
Table 2: Hs , Tp and WEF mean values for each do-decade, and the
AMPP and AEP by the considered generic device near the BilbaoVizcaya buoy.
Means

1900e1920 1920e1940 1940e1960 1960e1980 1980e2000

Hs (m)
Hs (þ%)
Tm (sec)
Tp (sec)
Tp ; Tm (þ%)
AMPP (kW)
AMPP (þ%)
AEP (MWh)
AEP (þ%)

1.57
e
8.20
9.92
e
10.48
e
91.8
e

1.58
0
8.28
10.01
1
10.60
0
92.8
1

1.64
4
8.54
10.33
4
11.21
7
98.2
7

1.74
11
8.64
10.45
5
12.83
22
112.3
22

1.80
15
8.75
10.57
7
13.75
32
120.5
31

4. Discussion
In a previous study [55], authors found that, in some cases,
WAM poorly captures the land-sea boundaries and the local bathymetry close to shore. As a result, in some locations WAM does
not represent accurately Hs, Tp and, subsequently, WEF. However, in
other locations like the ones shown here (BV and CS buoys) WAM
accurately represents buoy observations. In this near-shore locations, and also in open sea, trends are solid and clearly indicate a
general increase of WEF in the last century.
None of the previous studies on wave trends have considered
variations of the wave period, mainly focusing on wave height.
Therefore, trends of WEF cannot be accurately studied, since WEF is
proportional to wave period and this paper has demonstrated that
wave period signiﬁcantly varies along the 20th century. Peak period
increased by 7% in the last do-decade with respect to the ﬁrst one,
which contributes to the wave power increment. This is a signiﬁcant contribution compared with a wave power estimation made
only using wave heights. In any case, the present paper is a preliminary study and the exact value of these demonstrated positive
trends must be carefully considered, since, for example, satellite
altimeter data assimilation has shown that reanalysis (Japan JRA-55
in this case) overestimates wave energy ﬂux trends [56].
However, we must note that these results are totally consistent
with the above mentioned studies by Young et al. [12], who have
calculated wave height positive trend between 0 and 5 cm per
decade (0.25% per year considering 2 m mean Hs ) from satellite
altimeter data in our area of study over an approximate period of
two decades. Bertin's work [16] based on ERA20 also shows very
similar results over the Bay of Biscay, as expected. It is also
consistent with Gulev's work with ship data [7] where the observed
trend is also very similar: 4e6 cm/decade in the interior of the Bay

with an increment towards the open ocean in the Northwest.
Furthermore, it should be noted that our spatial resolution is three
or four times ﬁner than the previous studies in the literature.
The above mentioned increase towards the open ocean is
expectable because the swell waves are generated in open ocean
and loose energy as they approach the coast. The comparison
presented in Ref. [12] between the global wind speed trends and
wave height trends shows this aspect in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean, where wind blows for a duration of time over a fetch of
water generating the swell. Generally speaking, the contribution of
the swell is more important than local wind waves and therefore
the WEF is mainly dominated by the swell.
This is connected with the similar contribution of zonal and
meridional components to WEF in Fig. 8. The positive values (from
the West) in the zonal component reaches almost 1 kW/m a value
similar but opposite to the negative values (from the North) in the
meridional component. It is well known that the predominant
wind and swell wave direction over the Bay of Biscay is from the
North-West, where the main swell generation area in the middle of
the North Atlantic is located [15,57].
Regarding the technological aspect, an operating lifespan of
20e30 years is considered, in general, for wave energy devices
[58,59]. Hence, a wave energy plant, including aspects like moorings lines, PTO system and power transmission cables, must be
designed to absorb power from and survive to ocean waves
throughout the whole lifespan. Commonly, the wave energy plant
is designed based on the wave resource characteristics of the past
years, optimizing the plant for those characteristics. However, this
paper demonstrates that wave resource characteristics varied
signiﬁcantly in the past century, with substantial variations within
a period of time equivalent to the lifespan of the wave energy plant,
up to a 16% increase in the WEF in 20 years as shown in Table 2. As a
consequence, a wave energy plant that is designed using only the
resource characteristics previous to the deployment date may
waste a signiﬁcant part of future waves' energy or fail to survive the
unpredicted extreme wave conditions.
5. Conclusions and future outlook
The main conclusions of this study can be resumed like this:
1. According to ERA20's last century data and its calibration
against ERAI over the Bay of Biscay there is a historical spatial
average positive trend of 0.7 kW/m/decade in WEF and of 4 cm/
decade in wave height.
2. For the considered WEC in a near-shore position the energy
production along the century would increase signiﬁcantly, more
than 30% since 1900.
3. In the last do-decade, when our reanalysis data are more reliable
due to a higher number of assimilated data, the increment in
energy production would be almost 10%.
4. The displacement along the century towards more energetic
events of the wave height-period PDF necessitates taking into
account this evolution for the pre-design of WEC.
According to the do-decade analysis around the location of the
BV buoy, it should be considered, apart from the historical positive
trend, the leap in wave height, wave period and consequently in
WEF produced in the 1940s. This kind of observations may be an
initial point for a further study between the relation of the global
climate change and global wave energy trends. The key question
would be to understand the cause of this positive trend in order to
determine whether this trend will remain so in the future.
The major meteorological centers carry out reanalysis in order
to avoid as much as possible the inhomogeneities in the climate
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record due to the changes in the operational weather forecast
models which affect the quality of meteorological archives. In order
to achieve this goal, these centers use frozen data assimilation
systems to avoid the impact of changes in the numerical models in
the long-term climatic variability that is saved into meteorological
archives. However, previous studies [60] have already shown that
the temporal variations in the amount of information that can be
assimilated due to the development with time of meteorological
observing networks makes sometimes impossible to completely
avoid the inhomogeneities in the record. The observing networks
have evolved with time both in number of stations reporting to the
meteorological centers but also in the kind of observations made
available, with the introduction of satellite soundings after 1979
marking a qualitative and quantitative change in the amount of
available information. Recent studies [61] have shown that for the
case of ERAI, this problem is not very important and it can produce
a credible estimate of temperature at several layers of the atmosphere, since this reanalysis was started together with the major
improvements of the meteorological observing system. This might
not be the case for ERA20C reanalysis, which extends longer back in
time than ERAI and could, therefore, be more seriously affected. The
trends in extra-tropical cyclones and windstorms in ERA20C and
NOAA-20CR reanalysis were studied by Ref. [62]. They found signiﬁcant differences in the trends of cyclones and windstorms in
both reanalysis, particularly during early periods of the 20th Century. Both reanalysis agree better in terms of extreme cyclones, but,
still, some differences exist. Currently, the direct comparison between our results with the ones from NOAA's 20th Centruy RA is
not possible, since no a wave model is included in the reanalysis
from NOAA. However, further research should be carried out in the
existence of spurious trends in the ones that have been presented in
this paper due to the changing amount of surface observations
available for assimilation with time.
Since the historical in-situ information is the one that has been
assimilated for the most part (exception made of some isolated
buoys in some countries), and since observational records for our
area do not extend much back in time, it is probably wiser to
perform analysis by comparing the distribution of wave parameters
in climate-change like models, such as the one used in Ref. [63].
Under this setup, the evolution of wave statistics can be studied as a
result of the external forcing alone, without any impact of the
trends in the amount of available observations. However, for this
type of studies other problems would arise, such as the effect of the
model biases in quantile-quantile matching technique and its
applicability under climate-change scenarios. Therefore, this is still
an area of open research and it is outside the scope of this paper.
Although combined wind and swell waves have been considered in this work, the trends of wind waves and swell waves can
also be studied separately in the future. A further reﬁnement can be
also obtained with the new reanalysis of ECMWF calibrating CERA20C [64] against ERA5 [65].
With respect to WECs, mooring lines and PTO systems are, in
general, designed for individual WECs, for which results shown in
this paper address the main challenges arose due to resource variations. In contrast, aspects like power transmission lines are rather
designed for WEC arrays where tens or hundreds of devices are
deployed.
Indeed, variations in the wave resource are expected to have a
greater impact in WEC arrays than in individual devices, since an
increase of 15% in AMPP results in an increment of less than 2 kW
for a single device, as shown in Table 2, but an increment of about
200 kW for an array of 100 WECs. However, to accurately evaluate
the impact of resource variations in power transmission lines, WEC
arrays should be considered in the hydrodynamic model presented
in Section 2.2.5, since hydrodynamic interactions among the WECs
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in the array can strongly affect the power output of large arrays, as
shown in Ref. [66]. In addition, the WEC selected in this paper is a
rather small WEC with relatively low power output, which suggests
that the impact of resource variations may be more relevant for
larger devices.
The evolution of the wave resource characteristics is only
studied in the Bay of Biscay, where the wave resource is moderate
compared to other locations in the world, such as Ireland, Chile,
South Africa or Australia [67], and so variations in the wave
resource should also be studied in these more powerful locations. A
well informed decision making process regarding these long-term
changes must necessarily include some sort of wave climate forecasting [68].
Future works will focus on evaluating the impact of resource
variations in WEC arrays and WECs of different characteristics at
locations with different resource characteristics. Additionally, the
implications of the sum of WEF increment and sea-level rise should
be also studied in the future not only over the WECs but also over
the coastal infrastructures constructed at the beginning of the 20th
century.
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